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Overwhelming SUPPORT & MAJORITY (OVER 100 of 160 homeowners, businesses) in “Area of Highland Estates” SUPPORTING THE PETITION to 
REHABILITATE and RE-OPEN the CLEAVER ROAD BRIDGE, Brant  

To the County of Brant Mayor, Ward 4 Councillors and County of Brant Council,

We, the undersigned residents within Brant County (Ward 4) also known as “Area of Highland Estates” urge you to replace or rehabilitate and re-
open the Cleaver Road Bridge to vehicle traffic asap as this was a convenient, safe and direct route for more than half of the residents, farmers, 
ambulance, fire and OPP (confirmed, if dispatched from Colborne St. area) and customers of businesses who used the bridge daily.

INSTEAD OF 

Brant County’s CURRENT, non-transparent plan of re-routing the traffic to Robinson Road hill & “fixing” the hill & infrastructure, or yet another 
undisclosed plan.  Robinson Rd. hill borders Apps’ Mill Conservation and GRCA land and residential homes on the other side, new infrastructure 
would disrupt and harm the environment - wildlife and vegetation and natural springs that run winter and summer through this “hill”.

Brant County’s existing re-routing plan to Robinson Road hill causes significant problems and danger for the community.  The County’s plan to 
lead traffic to use Robinson Road, is currently a narrow, winding and dangerous road for any vehicle and is certainly not suitable for heavy or large 
vehicles (Firetruck)  Robinson Road then forces traffic to enter or cross an extremely busy intersection of highway access (Hwy 24 South/Rest 
Acres Rd.)  

When every second matters, the re-route INCREASES THE TRAVEL DISTANCE & TIME for EMERGENCY SERVICES, as well as cost and time to many 
commuters and school buses, who previously relied on the direct route of Cleaver Rd. bridge.  

Pre-existing traffic patterns have also been disrupted, making Mill Street and it’s residential arteries busier now to avoid Robinson Rd. hill.

We believe Repairing/replacing the Cleaver bridge would also save money and resources, as it would avoid the need for building new 
infrastructure along Robinson Road hill (currently no price comparison as there are no public bids or scope of work to refer to)
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If Brant County is planning to “restructure” Robinson Rd, 

 What is the plan for EMS, etc. when 2 accesses are closed simultaneously ?
 Would the new plan cause possible appropriation of land on Robinson Road for widening ?  
 Does the new plan encompass building a new bridge on Robinson ?
 What is the County’s plan for when the Cleaver bridge is no longer safe for pedestrians  ?

- Build a new pedestrian bridge ?
- Just Close every access in winter (currently) and summer to Apps’ Mill trails from Cleaver Rd. ?

Cleaver Bridge has been neglected and not regularly maintained for 100 years… If it is not already too late, repairing the bridge would 
demonstrate the county's commitment to protecting and enhancing it’s rural and historic charm.  “The Cleaver Road Bridge is a historic 
concrete arch bridge that crosses Whitemans Creek. It was built by an unknown contractor in the early 20th century (serving the 
community since 1924(historicbridges.org) or 1917(Brant County 07/12/2022 bid for Cleaver Bridge Rehabilitation)  If it is too late to “save” 
the Cleaver Bridge, then, rebuild it similar in style or exactly like the Mill St.Bridge which was replaced in 2017 because it also could not be 
“saved” due to neglect.

Therefore, we respectfully request that you reconsider your current solution of investing in your re-routing plan on Robinson Road and 
allocate the necessary funds and resources for rebuilding or rehabilitating the Cleaver Road Bridge and re-opening it as soon as possible. 
We appreciate your attention and cooperation in this matter.

Sincerely, 

The concerned homeowners of Brant County “KNOWN AS AREA OF HIGHLAND ESTATES”






